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Seed topics/questions: Security & Privacy

 In general, what are the security and privacy requirements in 
spectrum sharing?

 E. g., confidentiality, data integrity, availability to spectrum 
management infrastructure (e.g., SAS), authentication, compliance, 
access control, secondary user’s privacy, incumbent user’s OPSEC, ...

 How are rights, expectations and requirements composed?

 What technical + policy solutions are needed to meet the 
operational security (OPSEC) requirements of federal gov't 
incumbent users (e.g., Navy radar systems) when they coexist 
with commercial secondary users (e.g., LTE)?

 What new security/privacy issues arise due to dynamic spectrum 
sharing?

 Facilitates intentional interference/jamming & disrupting critical 
communications?  

 Facilitate intelligence gathering by adversaries (through SAS)?
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Seed topics/questions: Security & Privacy

 What are security and privacy issues for SUs?

 How are SU’s risks in this space modelled

 Are a SAS’s SU data store an attack vector? 

 What are the social, resource, and policy tradeoffs in spectrum 
security and privacy?
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Seed topics/questions: Enforcement

 How can spectrum enforcement be framed as a way to protect 
rights bi-laterally?

 What can we learn from the law and economics, institutional 
economics, common pool resources literatures?

 Methods for protecting/enforcing rights may be different for different 
resources (goods)

 How granular should spectrum rights definitions be?

 What kinds of approaches/system architectures emerge under 
different rights configurations?

 How should the mix of ex-ante enforcement vs. ex-post 
enforcement be balanced (in terms of efficacy, technical 
complexity as well as financial cost)?  

 What is the appropriate balance between the two?

 What mechanisms should we employ for remediation (monetary or 
in-kind)?  Which strategies are effective under which circumstances?
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Seed topics/questions: Enforcement

 How do we appropriately decompose the enforcement problem?

 “Routine” vs. “rogue”?

 Local vs. Global?

 Commercial vs. public safety?

 Regarding automated enforcement

 When might this apply (i.e., to which enforcement situations)?

 How can the enforcement process be automated (i.e., detection of 
rogue/harmful transmissions, identification of noncompliant radios, 
adjudication, penal measures)? 

 Which approach is more appropriate for which situations?

 What are the hardware and software technologies that need to 
be developed for enforcing spectrum rights, rules and etiquettes 
in a reliable and cost-effective way?

 Is there a tradeoff between enforcement and privacy?
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Report

 Automation of enforcement is a key outcome

 Needed for scale as spectrum sharing becomes more 
significant

 Changes the behavior of participants

 Raises challenges of what can be enforced and to what 
applications it can be applied

 How do you automate a non-sanction?

 Need both enforcement and compliance

 Using case studies to  understand today’s “human” practices 

 Sociological model of FCC practices

 Same for industry practices

 Policy simulation to test the consequences of policy changes

 “Black hat” spectrum sharing systems
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Report

 Need to have the ability for reproducibility for

 Engineering claims on the record

 Setup, data, code, etc.

 Translation of human developed policies into machine 
implementable code (RoboHam)

 How could identifiability be implemented for enforcement?


